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Abstract

We describe a new approach to the use of video-based technology for conducting controlled experiments in classroom contexts. Specifically, we describe a process for editing video recordings of live classroom lessons to create multiple versions, such that only one aspect of the lesson is systematically varied. Other aspects of the instruction are all held constant, including audio, curricular content, student participation, and other notoriously hard to control details of the interactional context that nevertheless impact learning (e.g. gestures, affect). These edited lesson versions can be randomly assigned to students by condition within classrooms to meet a high standard for random assignment. This technology provides opportunities for deriving causal data on the efficacy of teaching practices through stimuli approximating a typical everyday classroom context.
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Bridging Cognitive Science and Real Classrooms:
A Video Methodology for Experimental Research in Education

Bridging experimental psychological studies with classroom needs, interests, and contextual dynamics is challenging. In the past decade, there has been a surge of important experimental work in cognition that has shifted from the laboratory to the classroom (Carpenter, Pashler, & Cepeda, 2009; Klahr & Li, 2005; Koedinger, Aleven, Roll, & Baker, 2009; Rittle-Johnson & Star, 2009; Schwartz & Bransford, 2005; for review see Mayer, 2008; Pashler et al., 2007; Richland, Linn, & Bjork, 2007; Roediger & Pyc, 2012), but controlled examinations of instructional manipulations executed by a teacher are less frequent (for critiques of existing methodologies, see: Design-Based Research Collective, 2003; McCandliss, Kalchman, & Bryant, 2003) and are often misaligned with laboratory-based studies due to differences in operational definitions (Klahr, 2013). While teachers continue to play the most central role in everyday classroom instruction, many psychological experiments seek to minimize these complications and thus aim to derive abstractions by manipulating software or paper executed interventions, due to concerns about control and reliability. However, this often minimizes the role of the teacher in the process (Daniel, 2012). Methodologically, conducting carefully controlled work in dynamic classrooms in ways that can inform theoretical questions of both teaching and cognitive mechanisms poses challenges in terms of preserving high internal and external validity.

We describe a methodology for using videotaped classroom instruction as experimental stimuli, which has the potential to make great strides toward this aim. Edited videotapes are used as a basis for experiments in which new students learn from matched versions of the recorded, and thus well-controlled, instruction. Video provides an efficient, reliable, and relatively
inexpensive technological tool for creating experimental stimuli that approximate the real world. Video stimuli can serve to answer both applied and theoretical questions since it provides a mode for standardizing classroom-relevant instruction across conditions.

Further, the methodology can provide both high internal and external validity. When conducting research to both inform theory and practice, there is often a trade-off made between external validity and internal reliability. We posit that video technologies provide an opportunity to create controlled stimuli embedded within the contextual variability that is integral to real classroom lessons, making this tradeoff less severe. Many of these hard-to-control features of the classroom context have been shown to impact learning, such as teacher and student gesture, affect, or discipline (e.g., Alibali, Flevares, & Goldin-Meadow, 1997; Pardos, Baker, San Pedro, Gowda, & Gowda, 2013). Thus, making experimentally-derived causal claims about classroom learning principles without incorporating these multi-faceted aspects of classroom contexts in the stimuli may be failing to account for the complexity of the interrelationships between cognitive principles. This excluded variability may also in part explain regular failures for laboratory-based principles to generalize with large effect sizes to classrooms (Donovan, 2013; Dunlosky & Rawson, 2012). These challenges in part echo the concerns of many cognitive scientists whose ultimate goal is to understand the workings of the brain in the real world, but who are unable to account for the interrelated, highly complex brain activation that occurs in response to dynamic, real-world contexts (e.g. for discussions on the topic in memory see Kavvishvili & Ellis, 2004; in attention see Kingstone, Smilek, Ristic, Friesen, & Eastwood, 2003).

An alternative model of studying learning in classroom contexts is to use iterative designs to formulate, test, and refine optimal curriculum and instructional stimuli. These projects embrace the complexity of the classroom context and are much better able to describe the
complex interplay between an instructional manipulation and student thinking (Sawyer, 2014). At the same time, this work is not designed to maintain internal reliability, and thus causal claims about the efficacy of instructional choices are not part of the theory building enterprise.

We describe a mode through which video may be used to bridge these endeavors, such that it enables the researcher to design experimental materials that are well controlled but that also include more of the ecologically valid variability that is part of everyday classroom learning contexts. Our goal is to more fully meet Brown’s (1992) vision to “traverse between the real world and the laboratory” and better test the causal questions arising from cognitive scientific theory as well as classroom-based qualitative designs (Design-Based Research Collective, 2003; McCandliss et al., 2003).

The manuscript will describe this model for creating video-based stimuli for instructional experiments. We explain the rationale for studying cognition in the classroom context and provide a brief overview on the usage of video to capture realistic settings. Afterwards we walk the reader through the process of the methodology, present a case study (Begolli & Richland, 2016) to provide the technical details involved in video-recording and video-editing and conclude this section with some of the limitations of utilizing video-stimuli. Finally, we compare the video methodology with current trends in classroom experimentation and present the benefits of the video methodology as an alternative with respect to current research approaches to suggest how this methodology provides opportunities that overcome the limitations in either internal or external validity with implications for informing teaching practice.

The Importance of Capturing the Environment in Stimuli
While experimental control means that all aspects of (two or more) conditions are held constant except for the factor being intentionally varied, many psychological studies that aim to reveal basic cognitive or learning processes tend to also minimize the complexity of the tasks that are encapsulated within these conditions. These studies often involve learning materials that are isolated from their learning context (e.g., the broader curriculum), as well as from other interactional factors such as talk, or even perceptual complexity such as visual complexity. These types of studies, when conducted to examine cognitive underpinnings of learning or memory, are often used to provide evidence for how to improve educational materials or classroom learning, and do provide important insights, but must be replicated in everyday educational settings (Pashler et al., 2007).

The need for conducting research in ecologically valid settings before making broad generalizations about best educational practices is well recognized. At the same time, there are a growing number of cognitive studies that go even further, suggesting that even understanding basic mechanisms of cognition may be enhanced through experimental materials that more closely simulate the settings in which those cognitive resources will be deployed. Cognitive processes may engage differently depending on context (e.g. see Duncan & Owen, 2000; and Monin et al., 2014, for review on brain imagining studies tying stability of cognitive processes with context).

Increasing the ecological validity of stimuli could include imbuing even the controlled aspects of stimuli with more of the complexity that is part of typical everyday contexts. Ecological psychology studies have long argued that reasoning processes are grounded in the modality, action, and perspective of the thinker and the environment (Carraher, Schliemann, & Carraher, 1988; Lave, 1988; Saxe, 1991; Suchman, 1987). Even basic processes such as
perception emerge as a result of the interaction between environmental factors and the thinker (e.g. Gibson, 1979). This notion has been framed in several lines of theories of cognition including embodied (e.g. Barsalou, 1999), distributed (e.g. Clark & Chalmers, 1998; Hutchins, 2000), situated (e.g. Greeno, 1998), and socio-cultural cognition (e.g. Correa-Chavez & Rogoff, 2005). Inherent in these ideas is that the environment-thinker interactions include events occurring in both the thinker and the environment. As such, there is mounting evidence that cognitive processes of basic perception (e.g. Gibson, 1979), attention (e.g. Simons & Chabris, 1999), and memory (Barnier, 2012; Kvavilashvili & Ellis, 2004) operate differently in response to an event (in our case a classroom lesson) than in response to stationary stimuli. These close relationships suggest that even minor changes within a laboratory context could impact the replicability of an effect (e.g. Atchley & Kramer, 2001; Berry & Klein, 1993; Bindemann, Mike Burton, & Langton, 2008)).

The difficulty of replicating rigorously tested, published effects is becoming a growing challenge to psychological science, but part of the challenge may be that the dynamic role of context in cognition is currently under-theorized. This might include the participant sample (see Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010), timing in participants’ broader lives (e.g. participating in experiments occurring during midterm week), or other features of the interactional context. The Open Science Collaboration’s (2012, 2015) examination of 100 experimental and correlational studies published in top journals within psychological science revealed a low replication rate in regards to significance testing (a fall from 97% of studies showing significant results to 36% in the replication sample), and a fall in the magnitude of the mean effect size. Most predictive of a successful replication was the effect size of the original result, suggesting that effect sizes are an important measure. Effect sizes may also reveal which psychological phenomena are likely to
occur regardless of contextual changes (larger effect sizes) and those that may be dwarfed by contextual factors (smaller effect sizes). Even if the specific features of the experiments were held constant, features of the setting typically not reported but that could be important include time of year, concurrence between study tests and college testing, city traffic, etc. These concerns suggest that using methodological approaches to increase the ecological validity of experiments on cognition may improve the likelihood of capturing cognitive processes in the way that they are executed on an everyday basis, possibly improving replicability in the contexts in which the research designs are aiming to simulate.

**Video-Methodology to Improve Ecological Validity**

Video methodology provides one mode for increasing the ecologically valid “factors”, which are held constant across experimental studies of cognition, enabling a more realistic person-environment interaction. While not precisely identical to the interaction of everyday lives, the use of video-based stimuli also maximizes the comparability of the person-environment interaction across conditions.

This methodology also allows for the use of highly active, motion-based stimuli. One common difference between laboratory and real world contexts for cognition is the static versus active nature of the stimuli used to prompt a studied cognitive change. Laboratory, and controlled classroom, experiments frequently use static images or written text to provide a highly controlled stimulus prompt in order to more carefully examine the cognitive responses to variations in the stimulus. At the same time, this raises several problems. First, in a laboratory, one may find that processing for static materials is quite different and not generalizable to the dynamic, more complex processing that emerges when learning stimuli are *active lessons* unfolding in a context such as a classroom. Secondly, even when static materials are presented in
a controlled way, providing them in a dynamic setting such as a classroom means that the experimenter then cannot control what the reasoner does in response to these materials, and how they talk or act to engage with them.

We highlight therefore that video-lessons: a) involve complex linguistic and interactional information in addition to the cognitive prompts, b) carry normative classroom cultural information, and c) carry dynamic social and perceptually rich information. Thus, video-lessons are more likely to stimulate the complex cognitive work engaged when students are learning in an everyday classroom to a greater extent. Further, video-lessons have the following benefits. 1) They can be used to manipulate specific cognitive factors (described in the following section). 2) They approximate everyday classroom learning, requiring a smaller leap for generalizing from research findings to everyday instruction. 3) They can be administered in one-on-one computer delivery, meaning that research subjects’ participation can be randomized within classroom or teacher and delivery remain highly controlled.

For many reasons, therefore, videotaped stimuli provide a rich methodology for bridging classroom studies and controlled experimentation. The idea of using video to capture the real world is not novel in behavioral experiments (Gibson, 1947) and education research (e.g. TIMSS 1999), however. Thus, before presenting the details of the proposed methodological approach, we present a brief review of video usage in observational and experimental studies.

From Video-Based Observations to Video-Based Experimentation

Video-based experimental stimuli have had widespread use for examining human and animal behavior, most pervasively in studies of visual perception where video has been deemed a favorable mode of stimulus for studying visual processing of motion, shape, texture, size, and brightness (see Gibson, 1947; Oliveira et al., 2000; Webb, Knott, & MacAskill, 2010). Other
scientists have used it to investigate, for example, social behavior (Soble, Spanierman, & Liao, 2011), gestures (Alibali et al., 1997; Cook, Duffy, & Fenn, 2013; Valenzeno, Alibali, & Klatzky, 2003), health and clinical training (Kilduff, Hopp, Cook, Crewther, & Manning, 2013), and autism (Marcus & Wilder, 2009).

In education, however, video has been mostly employed as a data collection tool for the purposes of observing teacher or student behaviors (e.g. TIMSS, 1999), or as an artifact to be used in teacher professional development (see Rossi & Fedeli, 2016; Star & Strickland, 2008). In fact, most published guides on the use of video for research in education explain methods for conducting classroom observations, such as selecting appropriate video segments, conducting video analysis, and developing descriptive video coding schemes (e.g., Derry, 2007; Derry et al., 2010; Goldman, 2007; Santagata, Gallimore, & Stigler, 2005). Such observational videos, for example, have been used to create video clubs where teachers reflect on their teaching (van Es & Sherin, 2008) to investigate reflections between expert and novice teachers (Rich & Hannafin, 2008), and to assess teacher knowledge (Kersting, 2008) and efficacy (Hill et al., 2008).

Observational studies have revealed that many features of classroom interactions may affect student learning in subtle yet meaningful ways that cannot be well constrained in a teacher-led experimental lesson, such as teacher responses to errors (Santagata, 2005), or gestures (Valenzeno et al., 2003). The role of teacher and student gestures on learning is one such line of study. Observational studies have identified the powerful effects of gesture on learning, both teacher and student gesture, and experimental studies have clarified how these effects are related to cognitive change. Video studies in this research area have used videotaped instruction in which specific aspects of the stimulus are varied (Alibali et al., 1997; Cook et al., 2013; Sueyoshi & Hardison, 2005; Valenzeno et al., 2003).
Generally, the stimuli are recorded at two different time points, but share the same audio (Cook, et al., 2013) or multiple cameras record the same event from different perspectives either capturing gestures or not (Sueyoshi & Hardison, 2005). These approaches exploit the main advantage of video: capturing realistic details of teacher-student interactions (e.g. gestures, affect) while keeping this stimulus constant across participants. This way conditions can be randomly assigned by administering participants’ different versions of the otherwise same videotaped lessons. However, this approach has largely been overlooked as a method for testing the effect of a particular teaching practice on student learning within a classroom setting. This could be due to the traditional difficulties of conducting research in schools and maintaining rigor when embedding research questions within a full classroom lesson. Also, these videos tend to be highly constrained and short, quite different from an everyday lesson (for exceptions see Begolli & Richland, 2016; Endres, Carpenter, Martin, & Renkl, 2017; Glogger-Frey, Fleischer, Grüny, Kappich, & Renkl, 2015; Richland & Hansen, 2013).

To promote the discovery of learning principles that optimize teaching practices, we next present a methodology for creating video-based stimuli that could contribute to the experimental study of scientific hypotheses with high internal and external validity.

A Video Methodology for Bridging Cognitive Research with Teaching Practices

Video raises the external validity of experimental stimuli from simpler materials such as paper or interactive text-based computer programs because it can capture more of the human context of real world settings, such as a classroom. For educational experimentation, video-lessons are also beneficial because they are able to facilitate high internal validity between
experimental trials. They are potent tools for supporting high internal validity while including more of the complexity of real-world discourse because video remains stable every time it is played. Additionally, video-recordings of a single lesson can be used to create well matched control group stimuli through systematic video editing. Edited versions of a primary lesson could be used to create two versions of a lesson stimulus, for example two versions of the same lesson with the same unscripted, meandering classroom discussion, but in which one version of the video shows the board throughout the discussion while the other one does not. A third benefit of using such videos as controlled stimuli is that two or more versions of a video-lesson can be randomly assigned to students within a single classroom when watched on individual computers, reducing the potency of teacher variables on outcome data.

We next provide details about a methodology for how one might use and implement video-lessons as stimuli in experimental designs. The process is illustrated in Figure 1, and described in detail here. Of course, one may modify based on one’s research needs, but this provides a technique for creating a classic experimental design using classroom-based video in an experimental design.

Because we are highlighting experimentation, the methodological process begins with a hypothesis, which may draw from the experimental, basic research literature, from video or field observations of classroom practice, from shared professional knowledge of teaching practices, or a combination of these. For instance, a specific hypothesis could be: should the teacher keep multiple solutions to a single problem visible on the board throughout the lesson?

Next, the researcher collaborates with a classroom teacher to co-design a lesson which incorporates aspects of the lesson that will allow the researcher to test the hypothesis of interest. For that example hypothesis, it would mean that the teacher conducts the lesson while leaving all
solutions visible on the board, but also explains them verbally, so that a student who did not see the board would be able to understand the lesson. This lays the foundation for video-editing that lesson to produce a version in which the board is visible, and in which it is not. To avoid confusion, the classroom in which the teacher collaborator actually teaches the lesson will be called the stimulus-creation classroom, because it is only used for creating a base video-lesson.

The teacher conducts the designed lesson in her stimulus-creation classroom while the researchers videotape it, capturing the complexity of a real classroom including spontaneous student-teacher interactions. This video-lesson maximizes the representation of a natural teaching and learning environment, and maximizes external validity of the stimuli. The recording itself is done in a manner that allows for later video-edits to create stimuli that will become the basis of experimental manipulations.

Next, the recorded video-lesson is systematically video-edited to create two or more identical instructional-videos with a single systematic difference – the manipulation of interest. The result is two or more versions of the same instructional-video that approximate a real classroom experience (e.g. Version I - solutions are visible on the board and Version II - solutions are not visible on the board).

Interactive details may then be added to the videotaped lesson. Typical school periods generally last between 40 – 60 minutes, which has been shown to provide difficulties for students to sustain attention whether in real classroom lectures or in flipped video-lectures in which students watch a videotaped lecture outside of class and discuss homework during a shared class period (Bunce, Flens, & Neiles, 2010; Risko, Buchanan, Medimorec, & Kingstone, 2013; Wilson & Korn, 2007). The lessons may be edited to include interactive prompts which require short answers throughout the lesson. One option is to allow students watching the video to respond to
questions asked by the teacher in the video. Another option is to pause the video and embed
question prompts that probe students to analyze, interpret, practice, or make inferences based on
aspects of the lesson. While this is not an essential component of the methodology, it helps
overcome the challenge of maintaining student attention (e.g. Kauffman, Ge, Xie, & Chen,
2008). This phase completes the stimulus creation of the video-lesson (technical video-editing
details are provided in the following section).

In a different school, new teachers are recruited and the new teachers’ students are
administered a pretest. These are intervention-classrooms. To minimize testing effects, we
recommend the pretest to take place 1-week prior to the intervention and posttest. Using
intervention-schools’ computer labs, or small netbooks, each student or students with partners,
can be randomized within intervention-classrooms to either watch video-lesson Version I (e.g.
solutions visible) or Version II (e.g. solutions not visible), while remaining within the natural
classroom environment. This is followed by an immediate posttest then a 1-week delayed
posttest of students’ learning outcomes. Finally, the outcomes of each condition are analyzed to
answer the hypothesis of interest.

The video-methodology requires that students are comfortable sitting in front of a
computer screen and following prompts through a video-lesson. Thus, the methodology may be
most appropriate for grades 3 and up, and especially from middle grades through university
levels, where it is typical in many countries for a teacher to stand in front of students sitting at
their desks. However, researchers should use their best judgment when deciding the most
appropriate setting and participant age in relation to their research questions and the
generalizability of their findings when utilizing this methodology.
The following section describes a case study utilizing the video methodology within a mathematics classroom with middle school students in a U.S. public school. In this case study, we provide more detail about the specific technical steps involved in video-taping and video-editing for these classroom lesson stimuli.

**Video-Editing for Creating Experimental Conditions that Test Efficient Classroom Techniques: Case Study**

A recent study by Begolli and Richland (2016) illustrates the potential of video editing for examining questions that lead to causal inferences about specific teaching practices. They examined the benefit of making student responses visible during a math lesson. This section will illustrate how to create different experimental conditions from a single lesson through systematic video-editing techniques, in Final Cut Pro (FCP), to vary only one teaching practice.

Technological advances will make these techniques easier, so we urge the readers that are using alternative video-editing software to gloss over the technical detail while attending to the process.

Begolli and Richland (2016) built on the reasoning and classroom mathematics literatures to test whether problem solutions on the board enhanced students’ ability to draw connections when compared with hearing them verbally. In particular, the study aimed to learn whether making multiple solution strategies visible on the board enhanced students' ability to draw connections when compared to only having the most recent solution visible, as evidenced by better procedural and conceptual transfer following the lesson. As an applied goal, these questions targeted a specific teaching practice, gaining insight on whether teachers should make student solutions visible or simply discuss them verbally in a classroom mathematics discussion.
The study aimed to compare the efficacy of three pedagogical strategies for leading classroom mathematics discussions – to write three solutions to the same problem on the board for discussions (All Visible condition), write one solution on the board at the time (Sequentially Visible), or to have only a verbal discussion of three different ways that students solved the problem (Not Visible). We next illustrate how the filming and editing was conducted to create these three matched conditions, such that all of the teacher discourse, meandering student explanations, and unscripted comments/ questions, expressions, and such were the same.

**The use of zooming, cropping, and different camera angles.** The most important aspect of creating a video-lesson stimulus is planning ahead. The lesson script should be well thought out to embedded the hypothesis of interest without sacrificing natural delivery of the lesson, which is why it is critical to cooperate with the stimulus-creation teacher. The teacher and researcher should coordinate practice trials before recording the lesson to anticipate teaching or equipment errors, because there will only be a single take that will capture students’ spontaneous responses. Certain aspects of the manipulation may be challenging to ensure in a single take, thus, researchers may need to schedule with the teacher to reshoot those parts without the students. This footage can be later incorporated using video-editing to simulate a true classroom experience. Also, careful consideration needs to be given to acquire recording equipment and to place the equipment appropriately in the classroom. The hypothesis informs lesson design as well as camera and microphone placement such that the recorded footage can be utilized to create the manipulations of interest during postproduction.
To examine the hypothesis in Begolli and Richland (2016) and create three versions of the same lesson, the planned camera placement was: 1) to place one camera that would capture the whole board (board-cam), 2) a camera that would capture the teacher and only the most recent solution visible (teacher-cam), and 3) a camera that captured the teacher and students but not the board (student-cam). Omnidirectional microphones were planted around the room and the teacher to adequately capture all student speech and ambient sounds (including distractions experienced by students such as a pen dropping on a table) and one lapel microphone on the teacher (Figure 2). Each microphone was connected via a splitter jack to a camera audio input or audio recorder to bypass connecting through an audio mixer. Once all of the recordings are captured, each is imported into FCP (see Pistone, 2011 at for tutorial) and the multiple video and audio streams are synced (see Randle, 2011 for tutorial).

The researcher’s objective while editing the video footage was to maintain all information contained in the lesson constant across conditions, while manipulating whether the writing on the board was visible or not. This raised challenges for the video-editor seeking to create the manipulations while maintaining a coherent video-lesson with comparably matched content. For instance, a simple, but inadequate way of creating a Not Visible condition (in the NV condition students do not see anything written on the board) from the same footage could be to simply show a camera always focused on the students sitting at their desks. But this would create a confound, because it would also test whether viewing the teacher influenced student learning. Thus, other cameras that captured the teacher were used and the writing on the board was obstructed by zooming in on footage from the teacher-cam. This was accomplished by dragging the corner of the “canvas” in FCP (see Jackson, 2010, for tutorial), thus, cropping out the writing on the board from the visual canvas. Another method for obscuring the writing on the
board was to select a perspective from the student-cam focused on the profile of the teacher, which due to its angle did not capture the board (Figure 2). Segments of a video source can be selected by “slicing” them and these segments can be superimposed/connected onto the main video stream, using the blade tool of FCP (see SohoEditorsUK, 2011, for tutorial). The outcome makes for a video footage with seamless transitions between video camera angles and achieves the goal of occluding the writing on the board.

The video-editing resulted in the creation of three versions of the same lesson with equal length (see Figure 3). In order to make the lesson interactive, each version was strategically divided into 9 independent clips ranging from 1-min to 5-min using the blade tool. The endpoints of each clip were chosen based on when the teacher asked questions to the class. The clips were then exported into the Compressor software so that they can be used as regular video files. Ideal video settings are contingent on the resolution of monitors that will be used to display the video. This process takes a significant amount of time and it is recommended to test and try multiple versions to achieve a resolution that matches the student-participants’ monitors. The finished clips were embedded in a computer program that, at the end of each clip, prompted students with questions that were asked by the teacher in the videotaped classroom. Students either wrote their answers on paper, or selected multiple choice questions that the computer program collected as assessment data. To avoid writing lengthy computer programs, questions may also be inserted into the video stream itself using the text tool in FCP (see Burns 2010, for tutorial) and data may be collected on paper & pencil format. A great resource for troubleshooting, is the peer-to-peer support community for media production professionals called creative communities of the world (Creative COW).
Video editing techniques enabled the creation of controlled stimuli that approximate a live lesson and learning in a dynamic, realistic context, which can be randomized within multiple student populations.

**Example-study design.** Begolli & Richland (2016) recruited 88 sixth grade students from a public school. Students in their classrooms completed a pretest, then 1-week later were administered the intervention in their computer laboratories followed by an immediate posttest, and a delayed posttest 1-week after the intervention. The pretest was administered 1-week prior to the intervention to minimize any testing effects (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006).

During the intervention, students were randomly assigned to one of the video-edited conditions: All solutions visible, no solutions visible, or visible one at a time. Each student worked independently with head phones at a computer, so they could be randomly assigned to condition on a within-classroom basis. These lessons were made interactive, so that all students wrote solutions and interpretations about the other students’ discussed solutions, with no more than five minutes between each interactive opportunity.

Begolli and Richland (2016) found that students who watched a video where all solutions were visible on the board outperformed both groups in conceptual knowledge at posttest when controlling for pretest. Surprisingly students who saw solutions presented one-at-a-time performed worse in procedural knowledge than students, who could not see the board. The authors suggest those students may have retained the first solution presented, which was a misconception, and not being able to see the solution throughout the discussion meant that they couldn’t go back and revisit their initial retention of that solution strategy. This may be related to working memory (WM) resources necessary to learn new concepts through instructional comparisons (Begolli, Richland, & Jaeggi, 2015).
These results open up new and broader questions regarding the role of individual differences in individual students, such as WM capacity, which could be easily explored through interactions with these videotaped stimuli as well. As such, Begolli & Richland (2016) provide one insight into ways that video-lessons can be used to answer questions with implications for advancing both theory and practice.

Video editing also can simulate interaction necessary in contexts such as medical education, where ethical restraints restrict medical students from interacting with patients for purely pedagogical goals, but teaching medical science is much facilitated through observation of, and engagement with, real patient scenarios that may be more messy than textbook examples (e.g., Balslev, De Grave, Muijtjens, & Scherbier, 2005). The use of video may provide a controllable, and less ethically challenging, avenue for allowing students to engage with patients. Balsley and colleagues compared video to written text examples of patients experiencing periodic or episodic symptoms (e.g. caused by epilepsy or disorders mimicking epilepsy) and reported that medical students showed improvements in theory building, theory exploration, and diagnosis accuracy after watching a video. Thus, prerecorded video is useful in cases when others could be harmed. Despite video not including the full complexity of interpersonal interaction, it may provide greater educational benefits than more common textbook scenarios by providing a closer approximation of real world expressions of symptomology and the interpersonal dynamics of doctor-patient visits.

Limitations of Video-Stimuli. While the video stimuli methodology provides many potent opportunities for overcoming the shortcomings of decontextualized stimuli while maintaining experimental control, there remain limitations, and this methodology cannot be the final step in assessing the educational relevance of instructional principles. Video is an
approximation of a classroom experience, not a true classroom experience, so an effective practice identified through a videotaped lesson experiment must be tested in classroom practice as well to ensure its efficacy. At the same time, as noted above, it offers a more realistic medium than text-based or computerized materials. Video can convey emotion, body language and other non-verbal cues, which can be filtered by the student based on their own individual differences.

Another consideration is that there are limitations in the range of questions that can be answered by systematically video-editing a single lesson or set of lessons. For instance, it may be difficult to edit the same lesson to introduce new or different information into each version. In a possible extension to Begolli and Richland (2016), it would be challenging to create from a single lesson, one version of a lesson in which a teacher compares solutions to a single problem, and a second version in which a teacher compares solutions to multiple problems. Yet, this could be achieved by creating two lessons.

A related point is that while one is comparing two versions of the same lesson to test some particular element that is being manipulated, there may be crucial problems in the lesson itself that limit student learning at all. For example, impromptu actions or instructional errors that arise during key instructional moments could obscure any variability in learning that would have been caused by the manipulated instructional practice. Reshooting the lesson with the same teacher and students would be unnatural and unlikely to be seamlessly incorporated into the main lesson video, and practically, would disrupt the teacher’s curriculum. One technique for overcoming this is by doing short reshoots of the problematic parts of the lesson with the same teacher in the same classroom, outside of classroom time, and inserting them in the video-lesson during postproduction. Despite these limitations, there are vast opportunities for answering
questions within these methodological constraints. Many of these questions could stem from surveying current experimental work in classroom settings.

Lastly, we note that there are ethical challenges in the use of video for experimentation. One is that videotaping teachers and students must be conducted responsibly and with the approval of not only the researcher’s Institutional Review Board (IRB), but also with the approval of the institution in which the videotaping will be conducted (e.g. school and/or district) as well as the participants, such as a teacher and classroom students. Advances in editing can enable students to be obscured within the video record, and levels of requirements for parental consent will vary based on the level of risk inherent in the work. But, this must be a subject of clear consideration. In schools, while all studies will involve different considerations, one recommendation from our own work is that the classroom that was videotaped for a study should not be within the same school as the classrooms where the experiment will take place. Thus the researchers should minimize the likelihood that experimental participants can recognize teachers or students in the videotaped lesson. Finally, as in any other experiment with student populations, we caution researchers to ensure that experimental manipulations are not harmful or deleterious to students’ long-term knowledge.

Similar ethical considerations are present in a medical education context. It is essential that any patient who is videotaped be informed and allowed to give informed consent to allow the videotaped content to be used in future experimentation, and the type of consent procedure should mirror the level of risk inherent in the videotaped information for violating the patient’s confidentiality or other concerns.

Practically, therefore, some of the major challenges in this process relate to gaining appropriate permissions from parents and the Institutional Review Board (IRB) to record
teachers and students, finding a stimulus-creation teacher with whom to collaborate, and then finding different intervention-classrooms in schools to administer the study. This can take considerable amounts of time, depending on University and school district policies; thus, we recommend that researchers begin the process early.

**Current Trends of Controlled Experiments in Classroom Settings and their Limitations for Informing Teaching Practices: A Comparison to the Video Methodology**

Finally, we discuss the relationships between this video methodology and other techniques that have been used to bridge classroom and laboratory-based psychological experiments. Three common methods have been used most frequently in these studies. First, *instructional materials* might be presented as text on paper or as computerized graphics requiring little or no intervention on the part of the classroom teacher. Second, an experimenter or teacher is trained to conduct a lesson by enacting a specific *teaching practice*. In both cases, the learning principle is embedded either within the *instructional materials* or *teaching practice*, and varied between two or more groups. Third, interactive technologies lead to tutoring or scaffolding interactions that allow for testing principles of best practices for supporting student learning in specific content areas. We briefly discuss an example of these common strategies in turn, and compare them to the use of a video-based lesson.

**Worksheet-based Experimentation.** Experimental designs in which learning principles are tested by experimenters crafting, or working with educators to design, stable instructional materials such as worksheets can be carefully controlled to maximize internal validity and make important practical contributions for complementing teaching practice. In one such set of studies, Booth and colleagues (e.g. Booth, Cooper, et al., 2015; Booth, Oyer, et al., 2015) examined the effects of embedding worked-out examples with self-explanation prompts in worksheets on
students’ learning of algebra concepts. In their studies, teachers within classrooms randomly assigned half of their students in their classrooms to either complete a worksheet which included worked-examples and self-explanation prompts or a worksheet with the same problems without worked-examples or self-explanation prompts. Students completed the worksheets individually as an in-class activity. Otherwise, all aspects of the lesson remained identical, since the students in the treatment and control condition were in the same classroom. A similar study was conducted by randomly assigning classrooms to either be in the treatment or control conditions at the classroom level while ensuring that teachers taught the same topics in both control and treatment classrooms.

A tremendous advantage of this methodology is that it does not require teachers to make changes to their curriculum or teaching style, and teachers report enriched discussions with treatment students or in treatment classrooms as a result of utilizing the worksheets. Teachers are involved in the design of the worksheets, which gives them agency over the materials and improves adoption rates, especially for collaborating teachers. Further, worksheets can be implemented without extensive professional development or changes to curriculum. In terms of teaching enactments, however, broad principles derived from these materials may be challenging to translate into teaching practice. This limits their generalizability, and while paper materials and learning software may prompt teachers to have richer discussions, they do not directly inform the nature of teacher actions that are effective when orchestrating classroom discussions.

**Teacher- or Confederate-led Experiments.** Teacher or confederate lessons are much more like what real-world teachers will do, and thus insights from such practices can more directly inform everyday teachers’ practice. At the same time, experimental control is much more difficult. In fact, it is likely impossible with a live teacher or experimenter to repeat the
same lesson introducing external or confounding variables (e.g. changes in teacher’s affect, gestures, discourse timing, pauses, etc.). One may consider this in a recent study testing the efficacy of new curricular materials on epigenetics through a randomized controlled trial design with high school biology students (Drits-Esser, Bass, & Stark, 2014). Students were randomly assigned to be taught epigenetics using interactive, online materials - the treatment condition - or through videos and a brainstorming activity – the control condition. Both interventions were delivered by an educational specialist from the university. The education specialist taught first half of the class as the treatment condition, and then the second half of the class as the control condition. Students were randomly selected to spend half of the class time with their teacher in their classrooms and the other half of the time with the education specialist in the computer laboratory. The teacher taught all students using a worksheet that reviewed genetics concepts that were unrelated to the experimental materials.

Drits-Esser et al.’s (2014) measures of fidelity suggest lessons between classrooms contained the same activities without major adaptions and were comparable in affect. However, there is no manner to guarantee that details of the interactions, including student-educator discourse, clarity of explanations, and enthusiasm were identical between conditions and classrooms. A video-lesson would ensure that all aspects of the lesson are identical between conditions and classrooms. Further, the critical parts tested were instructional materials, as is common with educational interventions, which do not address how a teacher should enact a lesson. Lastly, the treatment curricula were always used first, which introduces teacher practice effects, and time of day differences that could lead to differential learning. As any educator who teaches multiple sections of the same lesson materials knows, even exactly the same materials can “go well” in one classroom period and less well another. These seemingly intangible
differences can be of crucial importance in a lesson-based experiment comparing different versions of the materials.

In another, similar design, Schwartz, Chase, Oppezzo, and Chin (2011) tested the role of inventing solutions to physics problems before giving students the formula (inventing condition) versus “telling” the formulas to students before prompting them to solve problems (tell & practice condition). They placed students in each condition through stratified random assignment based on students’ cumulative science scores and similarly to Drits-Esser et al. (2014), they used separate classrooms taught by the same instructor when administering the manipulations to minimize teacher effects. Further, students in the inventing condition received a lecture after the treatment and students in the tell & practice condition received a lecture before the treatment.

While as carefully controlled as possible, one could imagine that this design could have been productively implemented using a video-based design, in which students were prompted through interactive prompts to either invent or learn the procedure first, with the same lecture simply varied in when it was edited to be sequenced.

**Computer-led Tutoring or Other Interactive Environments.** A third model for designing controlled studies in which lesson materials were delivered through an interactive system is the use of interactive technologies. These could include touch-screen or standard computer technologies, and many systems have been developed for one-on-one standardized delivery of content. These include cognitive tutors or interactive avatars (see Aleven & Koedinger, 2002; Sottilare et al., 2016), all of which can be highly scripted or made to interact in systematic ways. These allow for careful testing of design principles, but their application to real-world teachers are not at all clear. For example, in an experiment which attempted to understand the effects of self-explaining, Aleven and Koedinger (2002) randomly assigned
students to learn from either a computerized tutor (Cognitive Tutor) which either prompted them to explain or not explain their steps during problem-solving. In contrast to utilizing live teachers, the computerized environment maintains the learning environment identical within and between conditions (apart from the manipulation), which maximized the study’s internal validity and provide important insights for the improvement of intelligent tutoring systems, but they are limited in generalizability for informing teacher enactments.

**Discussion**

Decades of research in cognitive science on learning behavior have not made serious inroads into our educational discussions, and less so into teaching practices (Dunlovsky & Rawson, 2012). This may be in part explained by the fact that much of this research has been conducted in laboratory settings using stimuli that are quite different from those of everyday classroom instruction (Richland, Linn, & Bjork, 2009). Recently, there has been a rise in the number of classroom experiments conducted to examine the generalizability of learning processes derived from laboratory work by cognitive and educational psychologists to classroom contexts (e.g., see Mayer, 2012; Roediger & Pyc, 2012). This body of work has been able to make precise, testable claims about cognitive learning mechanisms, with many lines of work summarized in Table 2 by Koedinger, Booth, & Klahr (2013). The overarching commitment to maintain experimental control, however, has driven many of the studies bridging laboratory and classroom settings to use stimuli or methodologies that are more careful, constrained, and shorter term learning interventions than even a single everyday lesson. This may contribute to a lack of specificity when making recommendations about teaching practices (e.g., see Daniel, 2012; Kornell, Rabelo, & Klein, 2012; Mayer, 2012).
Designing manipulations that maintain experimental control but that involve teacher-led instruction are often difficult to achieve (Brown, 1992). Recommendations stemming from laboratory work in cognitive and educational psychology (e.g. immediate versus delayed feedback, use of concrete versus abstract materials), often are in contradiction, and their effectiveness varies across contents and contexts (Koedinger, Booth, & Klahr, 2013). This issue is further made challenging for teachers looking to adopt these recommendations, because many experiments derive abstractions through manipulations and/or stimuli that do not aim to mimic an actual teacher’s behavior (for exceptions see Begolli & Richland, 2016; Cook et al., 2013; Endres et al., 2017; Glogger-Frey et al., 2015; Richland & McDonough, 2010). These factors may contribute to the challenges of translating research into practice (e.g., see Daniel, 2012; Kornell, Rabelo, & Klein, 2012; Mayer, 2012). While promising work in emerging fields is attempting to reduce the complexity of instructional recommendations (Society for Research on Educational Effectiveness; International Education Data Mining Society), the proposed methodology focuses on the latter issue, that of discovering findings that better translate to teaching practices, by using video-based stimuli.

Thus, video methodology and video editing techniques presented in this paper provide a model that can be adopted by many researchers interested in making causal claims regarding teaching practices. This model also provides opportunities for creating a bi-directional exchange between the classroom and the laboratory, as outlined in Figure 1.

**Testing Teaching Practices based on Cognitive and Education Theories**

Finally, we suggest some directions in which this methodology could be productive to explore current research subjects in new ways. To illustrate the breadth of the potential within
this methodology, one might consider a theory-based question such as: how do invention activities (Schwartz et al., 2011) guided by a teacher affect student outcomes when presented before versus after direct instruction? This question could be answered by recording a lesson that begins with (a) invention activities that are followed by (b) direct instruction and practice. In video post-production, researchers could create two versions of the lesson in which the order of these two activities (a) and (b) is counterbalanced. The video-lesson could be split into two (or more) clips, one clip contains (a) the invention activity and the other clip (b) direct instruction with practice. This would enable the researcher to create two versions of the lesson, which maintains constancy, apart from manipulating the sequence of instructional activities (invention vs. direct instruction). To make the link seamless, we recommend including a question and answer period in between the two clips. This would provide a more rigorous test of the order effects than having teachers teach different students in the two counterbalanced versions, or different teachers teach the two versions. Each of those has the potential for confounding the order effects with contextual features of the teacher-student interactions.

Another example derives from Stein et al.’s (2008) recommendation for how to sequence multiple solutions to a single problem. While Stein et al. (2008) propose that teachers should sequence solutions from simpler to more complex, they admit that more work needs to be done to compare the effects of different sequencing methods on student learning. For example, prior work stemming from observations of Japanese lessons from the TIMSS 1999 study (Stigler & Hiebert, 1999) show that teachers in higher achieving countries present students a solution that represents a common misconception before moving on to the correct solution (Shimizu, 2003). But whether common misconceptions should be presented first or last, remains to be tested empirically. A video-based lesson could be split into independent clips (similarly to the example
above) and the order of problem solutions could be manipulated through video-editing. One version orders the video clips so the common misconception is presented first in the sequence of multiple problem solutions, whereas in another version the common misconception is presented last.

Video-lessons could also include minor variations of key moments within a lesson, but maintain the rest of the lesson unchanged. Many educational recommendations are difficult to test through whole lesson comparisons that include many differences beyond the specific moments of interest, so researchers tend to either test small learning opportunities in controlled ways or more variable whole lesson comparisons with less control (for review see Mayer, 2008, 2012; Pashler et al., 2007; Richland et al., 2007; Roediger & Pyc, 2012).

A prime educational platform for examining theory-based questions in teaching and learning with video-editing are massive open online courses (MOOCs). The MOOC platform has spawned multiple new lines of research, however, these efforts have delivered few insights for teaching and learning (Reich, 2015). The video methodology within MOOC video-lessons may have a deep impact where video-editing can be used to highlight theory-driven instructional practices. Further, experimental stimuli could fully emulate the MOOC instructional environment affording discoveries in basic research and direct application to MOOC environments.

Summary

Altogether, video-editing provides a rich opportunity for bridging cognitive and educational research through experimental designs. Unlike other methodologies that test learning principles but may leave teachers with the challenge of knowing how or which recommendations to incorporate into a real lesson, video can be used as a tool to give specificity
to teaching strategies. We described ways that videotaped-lessons can be scripted to incorporate learning principles, modified to create manipulations that test hypothesis in learning behavior, and used as stimulus for a randomized experiment. In particular, we described a demonstration study that tested whether making problem solutions visible in a videotaped-teacher guided lesson affected student learning. Begolli & Richland (2016) demonstrated one way that zooming and different camera angles could be used to create video-stimuli. These stimuli that approximate a real lesson maximize external validity while also maintaining consistency across conditions, enabling researchers to infer causality to manipulated instructional practices. Many teachers use effective instructional techniques embedded in their lessons and this tool provides us with ways that can test which of these techniques are most efficient when the rest of the lesson is held constant. The examples provided in the discussion of the manuscript were aimed to illustrate the opportunities for transforming and developing research in the context of testing educational strategies that have particular relevance for teachers looking to support student learning.

There is a growing necessity for controlled experiments to better incorporate contextual factors inherent in a classroom environment in their stimuli (e.g., Daniel, 2012; Kornell, Rabelo, & Klein, 2012; Mayer, 2012). We hope that future researchers will begin considering how to embed learning principles in real lessons, and in particular, will adopt video and video editing tools to create manipulations that test the efficiency of learning principles in a contextualized way that is close to everyday classroom practice. In this way, ideally they will make gains in developing a broader research base on cognition in everyday settings, as well as providing teachers with successful, specific, and relevant instructional techniques.
A Video Methodology for Experimental Research
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